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FLOWPACK MACHINE
FOR BACKERY PRODUCTS

BAKERY, PASTRY AND 
BISCUITS



Since more than 50 years, Record designs and 
manufactures solutions for packaging bakery products, 
by offering Horizontal machines and automatic feeding 
systems, capable to respond to market needs. 

Bakery, Pastry and Biscuits

High speed of packaging and 
high integration with automatic 
production lines processing bakery 
products   

 Packaging bakery, biscuits and pastry products, requires a 
high degree of knowledge for both, flow wrappers and automatic 
feeding systems. The complexity of the product characteristics 
are not related just to fragility and handling care, but also to the 
capacity of managing the upstream from exit of the oven.

Record has a long experience in designing and manufacturing 
complete solutions, building competence by realizing and installing 
automatic packaging lines, including systems for sorting, orienting, 
grouping, etc…

AUTOMATIC 
FEEDERS

The automatic feeding systems 
handle, sort and organize the 
products from upstream, indexing 
and grouping in an appropriate 
manner to be packed.

MAP 
READY

Record designs and manufactures flow pack 
machines for extending product’s life of perishable 
products through the Modified Atmosphere 
Packaging, replacing the residual O2 in the 
package, by flushing inhibitors and inert gasses.  

EXTENDING CRISPNESS AND FLAVOUR 



RELOCK

PRODUCTION EFFICIENCY
Record’s experience in designing and manufacturing horizontal 
flow pack machines together with sorting systems, optimises the 
packaging process, managing with efficiency all the activities 
connecting production and logistics departments. 

CRISPNESS AND FLAVOR
The packaging of food, allows protecting the product in the 
whole chain, transport and sale included. In particularly for 
bakery products, the packaging has also the purpose to maintain 
the fragrance and taste.  Achieving this objective is essential, 
maintaining the original characteristics and offering to the 
consumer flavour and freshness. 

PRODUCTS SORTING
The experience made by Record designing automatic feeding 
systems represents a very important wealth of knowledge in the 
packaging of bakery products.  Actually quite often grouping, 
piling and aligning with care and accuracy are keys element for 
achieving speed, reliability and efficiency of the entire production 
process.

It is an innovative reclosable system, based on 
the concept of partially cut of  the packaging 
material through a laser unit device and  stick 
a label on top of the pre-cut film for easy 
opening and easy reclosing of the pack.
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